3 Jan 79  Task Force Meeting

Zaster  Fanvar  Regan  Brough
Straub  Bush  Merkle  Amador
Sudder  Sague  Feten  Newbill
Jenup  Sabo  Frey
Joyee  Grieve  Meyer
Robinson  Thompson  Brooks
Cook  Wagner  McKinley

- Discussed types of task forces
- Review of GDM to be done in room
- one room to concentrate effort and
- place for people to work

OK reason for 8 Feb date for submission
- To NPD - coincides with discussions on
- FY 80 budget between Potant/Wells

- OK funding $300K budget FY 79
- 113 transfer by Chief
- 287 additional by committee
- $700
1. Cook discussed types of task forces review of G&M to be done in room one room to concentrate effort and place for people to work

2. Cook reason for 8 Feb date for submittal To NPD - coincides with discussion on FY 80 budget between Peten/Wells

3. Cook funding $300K budget FY 79 113 transfer by Chief 287 additional by committee $700

4. Cook Summary of public workshops Northcamps - Clearlake concerned we project Upstream storage supported

5. Cook 404 Permits we will go both options C: seek water quality certificate from state D: put info into EIS - get exemption from Congress

6. Brooks Review work items